An origami Santa Claus

Let’s prepare an origami Santa Claus. Before we star look at some useful vocabulary.

to bend the sheet - zgiać kartkę

to fold - złożyć

to lift up - podnieść

to lower the fold – obniżyć zagięcie

to open - otworzyć

to outline – wyznaczyć, naszkicować

to overturn - przewrócić

to place the figure upside down – położyć do góry nogami

to prepare - przygotować

to raise - podnieść, unosić

to repeat steps – powtórzyć kroki, czynności

to tuck – wkładać, wciskać
Origami Santa

You’ll need

- Square sheet of colored paper, colored on one side only
- Adhesive to glue eyes, or a pencil, if you want them drawn.

Prepare a square paper with the white side up and red on the other side.

Outline the diagonal concave bend.

Fold down the top corner, combining his vertex with the center of the square.

Lift up the corner. The top is now folded back as shown.
Open the fold that you did in the previous step. This line will allow us to form a fold flat rim hat.

Raise the corner again, aligning his vertex with the center of the fold line as on picture

Bend the sheet aligning dashed line in half. The trim hat is ready.
It’s time to make the hem of the coat of Santa Claus. Lift and bend the top corner down aligning his vertex with the center of the bottom line.

Lower the fold down as shown. Now the beard is ready.
The next steps will be done using the back side of figure, so place the figure upside down.

Fold down the narrow side stripes. Santa’s white lapels are ready.
Bend wide side stripes as shown. Fold lines to form an isosceles triangle.

In getting the right sleeve design, turn down the left side of the figure to the right following perpendicular line. Bend and fold the paper as shown to feature the white and red folds of Santa’s clothes.

Turn sleeve to the left so it’s top corner got into the white pocket.
Repeat steps 12-13 to create the left sleeve. Compare your result with this picture.

Tuck the bottom corners of the sleeves

Overturn the figure.

Raise the white trim of the hat.

Make some eyes and nose for your Santa

Have fun!

The instruction was from: http://wikitalks.com